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What they’re doing . . . not what they’re saying. 
  

A long time ago a young investment analyst’s boss gave him some advice: “Pay attention to what 
people do . . . not what they say.”  It was excellent advice, but like a lot of good advice it was somewhat 
wasted on the young.  The young analyst nodded wisely, but of course hardly had a clue what his boss 
meant.  We have to experience the difference between “saying” and “doing” first-hand ourselves, over 
the years, before we really understand that piece of advice.  
  
The market’s current Nightmares rank this way: 
  

1. “Global Supply Line Chaos Pushing World into Recession!” 
  

2. “China’s Property and Debt Bubble Pushing China into Recession!  World Will Follow!” 
  

3. “Inflation Pushing World into Recession!” 
  

That last one, Number Three, doesn’t really belong on the Nightmare list yet.  Surging inflation has startled 
everyone with its speed and strength—but the investment world, as a whole, rightly thinks it has a long 
way to go before reaching the “crippling stage,” where it might torpedo global economic 
growth.  Numbers One and Two are the market’s favorites at the moment. 
  
So it was especially interesting to see this picture today: 
  

 
That green circle should have been the eye of the storm, this year, for the “Global Supply Line 
Chaos.”  Japan, in pink at the bottom, has shown only mild growth in its electronic exports; but South 
Korea and Taiwan (which are electronics-exporting powerhouses) have been surging, not 
stumbling.  Those 2 countries have also been sharing the headlines with China around the “Supply Line 



Chaos!” nightmare.  But those rising lines tell us what people are actually doing, versus the impression 
from the media about what they’re doing.   They are selling and shipping; and the rest of the world is 
buying.  The underlying statistics about electronics purchases from Europe, the U.S., China and 
everywhere else are startling—in a good way, this time.  
  
The lesson here isn’t that “Global Supply Chaos!” is one of those Nonsense Nightmares.  It’s not; it’s a real 
problem.  Instead the lesson is a familiar one:  “Main Street adapts to problems, fast.”  And, “The media 
seldom knows that’s happening until long after it’s printed months and months of Nightmare 
Headlines.”  Those rising lines don’t look much like a global economy reeling under the hammer blows of 
“Global Supply Chaos!” 
  
That brings us to Nightmare Two:  “China’s Property and Debt Bubble!  Watch Out Below!”  
  
The star actor in this Nightmare has been Evergrande, the giant Chinese home-building 
company.  Evergrande is the old story of reckless borrowing fueling management ambitions which passed 
the “silly” level years ago.  It deserves to fail.  The Nightmare has been the idea that Evergrande is like 
Lehman Brothers, back in 2008.  The U.S. government let Lehman fail and default, triggering a staggering 
run on the entire credit market, not just the banking system.  It was a colossal mistake, with America’s 
most eminent financial regulators afraid to admit in public that when it comes to big banks, they are 
indeed “too big to fail.”  So the Nightmare has centered on the idea that China’s eminent regulators will 
make the same mistake, especially because they’ve come out with plenty of “tough talk” about disciplining 
rich fat cats like Evergrande’s founders, etc.  
  
Now we arrive, finally, at “actions versus talk.”  In at least a dozen different ways, so far, China’s financial 
bureaucrats have acted as if they didn’t believe a word of what they’ve been saying . . . and what their 
bosses have been saying.  They have shown a downright admirable level of skill, so far, at calming the 
markets; stopping cold the kind of panic which leads to runs; and using free-market principles to “punish” 
Evergrande (dismantling the company gradually, via selling its parts to competitors) without triggering 
anything like that terrible “Lehman moment” of 2008.  
  
At Outlook we’ve wondered, this year, how seriously to take China’s dictator, Xi Jinping, as he’s trumpeted 
“Communist” ideology and language; punished successful businesses; called their leaders bad names; 
and talked about hiking taxes and regulations in the name of “equalizing” incomes and wealth from the 
top to the bottom of Chinese society.  The key words up there are “talked about.”  While he’s been talking, 
he has blessed the very opposite kind of behavior in his top people in banking and finance.  For China, 
that’s a very good thing.  For the world, it sharply cuts the risk of Nightmare Two: “China Debt Bubble 
Pushes China and World into Recession!”  
  
China means “Trouble” for the world in a lot of ways—partly because it also means “Opportunity” and 
“Positive Ripple Effects from World Trade,” which have made China one of the world’s economic growth 
engines.  We’ll have to keep dealing with that coin and its 2 sides:  positive and negative.  But China’s 
recent “actions” versus its “talk” certainly belong on the positive side of the coin. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


